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BGO Casino Review & Current Offers. Ready for your next casino adventure? BGO’s your best bet! This
casino has both the stellar selection of games that will keep you busy in the long run and the awesome

promotions that will increase your chances for a win. It all starts right after you join the casino. The unique
welcome offer at BGO rewards you with up to 500 free spins upon making your first deposit. You will find
out full details of how this works in this review. Win up to 500 free spins on your 1st deposit!* Full T&Cs
apply . 18+. UK only. Min £10 deposit. Win up to 500 Free Spins from Mega Wheel on 1st deposit. 24-
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hour expiry. Max bet £2.50, max spins win £8 per 10 spins, max Bonus win £150, selected games & 65x
wagering on winnings. No Neteller/Skrill. Yes, BGO has it all in terms of bonuses and games, but what’s

most important is that the casino is safe, fair and pays out all the winnings in a timely matter. If this
weren’t true, they wouldn’t have gotten their licence from the United Kingdom Gambling Commission.

Therefore, at BGO you can be sure that you’ll get a fair treatment and that there your money and personal
details will be kept safe. Special Welcome Offer for British Players. The first thing you see when you

enter a new online casino is, of course, the welcome bonus. And, you have to admit it, a bad welcome
bonus can be a real deal-breaker. Thankfully, that’s not the case at BGO Casino. In fact, the bonus is
quite different from what you find on offer at other online casinos. The deal is up to 500 bonus spins,

which you can use on NetEnt’s Twin Spin slot. BGO Up to 500 Free Spins Many Promotions Claim your
bonus! Details about the Casino Overall RTP Over 95% Number of Games 900+ Jackpot Games 140+
Live Casino Tables 14+ Mobile Games 300+ Approved by UKGC. Play Twin Spin with Free Spins. Top

Slots at BGO. Full T&Cs apply . 18+. UK only. Min £10 deposit. Win up to 500 Free Spins from Mega
Wheel on 1st deposit. 24-hour expiry. Max bet £2.50, max spins win £8 per 10 spins, max Bonus win

£150, selected games & 65x wagering on winnings. No Neteller/Skrill. BGO have taken a bold move in
creating this unusual welcome offer. Unlike most casino welcome bonuses, which award a set amount,
you can win up to 500 spins by making your first deposit and spinning the Mega Wheel. You should be
aware that making a first deposit with either Skrill or Neteller will not qualify for the bonus. If you prefer a

bonus that does not consist solely of free spins, then do visit our Casimba Casino bonus review for more
info on a fantastic welcome package. Accepted Payment Options. Deposit Options at BGO: Deposit
Method Payment Type Available . Debit Card Y . Debit Card Y . Debit Card N . Debit Card N . Bank

Transfer Y . e-Wallet Y . e-Wallet Y . e-Wallet Y . e-Wallet N . Prepaid Card Y . Prepaid Card N . Prepaid
Card N. BGO’s casino platform is quite intuitive and was obviously created with a thought for the user, so

it comes to no surprise that making a deposit at the site is as easy as pie, whichever of the accepted
payment methods you choose: debit cards VISA and Mastercard, the e-wallets PayPal, Skrill and

Neteller, the prepaid card Paysafecard or bank transfer via Trustly. In fact, here you can top up your
account in four simple steps: Log into your casino account at BGO’s website Click on the balance
displayed under the top menu to open the cashier Select your preferred payment method Enter the

amount you want to deposit and confirm the transaction. The whole process of depositing takes literally
seconds while the transaction itself is completed within ten minutes. The range of the deposit limits is
also quite nice. BGO allows you to deposit a sum as little as £10 and as high as £10,000 within the

same day, which makes the casino quite suitable for both high and low rollers. You will be rewarded with
the welcome bonus offer of free spins once you make your first deposit of £10 or more. Whilst the

minimum amount you can deposit is £10, the minimum withdrawal is set at £20. Withdrawal times range
from 3 to 24 hours, depending on the payment method used. Withdrawals will be processed using the

same method used to deposit, although Paysafecard withdrawals are not permitted. Bonus Conditions.
After you’ve made your registration at BGO’s website and validated your account, you can make your
first deposit. With a first deposit of £10 or more, you’ll get up to 500 free spins and you will be able to
immediately start playing for real money. As mentioned above, the free spins can be used to play the

popular NetEnt slot, Twin Spin. The free spins expire after 24 hours, so be sure to use them the day you
get them. You can win a maximum of £8 per 10 free spins. Any winnings you make with these bonus

spins must be wagered 65x to convert them into real cash that you can withdraw. There is a max bonus
bet of £2.50 and the overall max bonus win from free spins after completing the wagering requirement is

capped at £150. Loyalty Scheme. In all honesty, BGO Casino cannot pride itself on having that many
promotions for the regular players, but what they do have is a great loyalty scheme. While at other
casinos you only get a better comp-point-to-cash conversion rate with every new level of the loyalty

system that you reach, at BGO you get a different extra added on each level. On top of that, the casino’s
VIP system is creatively designed as an elevator that takes you to the different floors of a hotel

representing the different VIP levels. At this hotel you have the lobby which is the lowest level in the loyalty
scheme, then you have four floors and at the top you have the penthouse suite – the highest VIP level at
the casino. By default, each new player at BGO has access to the lobby level of the VIP scheme where

they can exchange every 100 comp points that they collect while playing for real money for £1 cashback.
As you move to the 1st floor of the hotel, you’ll get a better comp-point conversion rate: £1 cash for every

95 points. On the second floor, on top of the fact that you’ll get £1 cashback for every 90 points, you’ll
also get access to BGO’s anniversary bonuses. Then, at the third floor you’ll get to convert every 85

points to £1 of cash plus you’ll unlock the priority withdrawals of the casino. On the 4th floor, you’ll get



access to new game previews and you’ll be able to convert every 80 points to casino cash. Lastly, on the
penthouse level you’ll get a dedicated VIP manager on top of all the other extras that you’ve won yourself
and you’ll be able to convert every 75 points to £1 of cash. Games and Software. Having a juicy welcome
offer and a generous loyalty system is quite the incentive to open an account at a new casino, but at the
end of the day it is the games that keep us at a certain site. When it comes to BGO’s game selection,
they have a huge advantage because they offer not only the full-range of Playtech games but also the

best games from NetEnt, IGT, and various other top developers. The casino site is well designed, with
options to search for games by their title, or by categories including slots, jackpots, and new games. All
games are available only in instant play mode and quite a lot of them are also mobile-friendly. General

Information Operator: BGO Casino Company: BGO Entertainment Limited Responsible Gambling:
GamCare UK Gambling Licence: No. 39533 Connection: TLS 1.0 Game Summary Slots: 953 + 143
Jackpots Roulette: 11 + Live Roulette Blackjack: 9 + Live Blackjack Instant Wins: 11 + Virtuals Other:
Scratch Cards, Casino Poker Customer Support Availability: 07:30 – 01:00 Phone: Available Email:
support@bgo.com Live Chat: Available Contact Form: Available Software Providers: Playtech, + 15

More PC/Notebooks: Instant Play iPhone/iPad App: iOS 8.3 or later Android App: 2.3.3 or later
Windows Phone: 8.0 or later. You’ll be able to play all the most popular Playtech games at BGO casino,
including all-time player favourites such as White King, as well as live games. In fact, here you can play
blackjack, roulette, Casino Hold’em and baccarat against live dealers. The only drawback really is the
fact that the Playtech live casino games are not available on mobile yet, but hopefully that will change

soon. Final Overview. BGO is a top choice for all British players that want to play the most popular online
casino games and, at the same time, claim great bonuses. The casino will welcome you with a unique

bonus of up to 500 free spins when you make your first deposit of £10 or more. The spins can be used to
play on the popular Twin Spin slot. Who could ask for a better start to your journey at BGO Casino? Play
top games at BGO Casino!* Full T&Cs apply . 18+. UK only. Min £10 deposit. Win up to 500 Free Spins

from Mega Wheel on 1st deposit. 24-hour expiry. Max bet £2.50, max spins win £8 per 10 spins, max
Bonus win £150, selected games & 65x wagering on winnings. No Neteller/Skrill. 18+ Gambling

Commission Gambleaware Gamstop. 
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